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THE MALIUS FAMILY.

There are many stockmen in the country who are continuing about for pastures now to which they have driven their flocks.
The new settlers are forcing up

the land and pitching up the soil, and while there is still a small

area left for pastures, it is

completely fenced in by those

who have used it as it was.

As sharpmen who have the range in

its paltry days recently remarked, by

the time the rain and it's heat

of the current in the morning,
his leaders were into another

true that stockmen can get along

still, there are many who cannot

stand the heat and for whom

airing new range, go over and inspect

the Malius country.

There is a vast amount of

there, and most of it is a good stock

It is no longer an Indian

reservation, but being a

partly thrown open for settlement last year.

For a few acres at Camp Harris.

Those who have visited there
do not think it is very well of it as a farming

country, except down toward

Shasta, not so good as last year, but where

stock the Indians had always
gotten through.

No doubt they

at Camp Harris or southern end of

the reservation is now open

for horses and cattle, but the

balance of the country must

be considered free from stock.

The country is diversified, containing

timbered ranges, broken ground

and prairie flats, and along the

Lower Malius is a stretch

of white sage on which cattle

and

grow fast. From Canyon City it

has been

nothing but a good wagon road, and from

Heppner the agency is a

straight horseback line to

Nevilsville in about 15 miles.

DIRECT WOOL SHIPPERS.

A good opportunity at present

existed for the stockmen of the

district to ship wool to eastern markets

at very low prices. It would

appear that the wool has not been

and are in a position to hold

in stock to ship by the C.

B. Hall, now on the north for

New York direct, at one cent per pound

freight, that it is cheap enough

to ship.

W. W. Llernier,

This is the latest news from

W. W. Lemier.

The O. R. B. & N. C. has issued

in order to facilitate shipping,

car owners, horses, having

materially increased the

cost of transportation to

the Union. Our car owner

is pleased.

In a very short

time after arrival of orders,

the cars will be shipped.

Will accommodate

over 1,000 pounds of wool

in each car.

The firm of Llernier,

who have been shipping

wool for years, have

the position to

unusual

the shipper.
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